
Move-In / Move-Out Cleaning Services 

<img src="images/mov1.jpg" border="18" alt="hhbc" hspace="5" width="300" height="220"
align="right" /><strong>Need help with your big move? �</strong><img
src="plugins/editors/tinymce/jscripts/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/images/smiley-surprised.gif"
border="0" alt="helpinghand" title="deep clean" /> �We will do the cleaning for you so you can
concentrate on the more important things. <br /><br /><div align="justify">This service consists
of a detailed cleaning package done to your specifications. Whether your home requires a little
or a lot of attention, we can take care of all your cleaning needs.<br /><br />A�Property
Developer�or Estate agents    has to keep its Prestige by Providing Quality Service & Maintain
High Quality Standards. To meet their expectations, Helpinghand Cleaning Team boasts of its
highly specialized training in tidying all types of rooms or buildings, whether these are for
dwelling, working, educational, recreational, or other purposes. Helping Hands Cleaning�s high
quality cleaning materials and equipment are just perfect in sanitizing and restoring order in
rooms, houses, and other buildings vacated by leaving occupants � perfect in preparing the
place for incoming residents!<br /><br />We understand how important it is to have a clean and
tidy working environment. That's why we give you the best team -- to meet the high standards
we know you seek.<br /><br /></div><br /><div align="center"><img src="images/mov2.jpg"
border="5" alt="hhbc" hspace="25" width="220" height="200" /><img src="images/mov3.jpg"
border="5" alt="hhbc" hspace="25" width="220" height="200" /></div><p> </p><div
align="justify">It is in a landlords and salesman�s best interest to present their property in as
good conditions as possible when selling/letting it again to future buyers/tenants.</div><div
align="justify">�</div><div align="justify"><strong><u>Buying a new home -</u></strong> Ask
the previous owners to throw in a major cleaning by HH. It's the best way to make sure your
new home is clean and prepared for your belongings.<br /><br /><strong><u>Renting an
apartment -</u></strong> Before you agree to rent an apartment make sure it has been
properly cleaned.<br /><br /><strong><u>Security deposits -</u></strong> Don't lose your
security deposit because of a stain on the carpet or marks on the walls. Hire us and we'll help
you clean up so you can move on.<br /><br /><strong><u>Real Estate Agencies
-</u></strong>��We work with real estate agencies all the time and understand how to help.
<br /><br /></div><div align="justify">Helping Hands�Cleaning offers numerous experienced
staffs or teams: painters and cleaners, window cleaners, carpenters, tile, kitchen/bathroom
fitters for quick repairs before selling/letting properties. Our experienced Staffs use all the
necessary tools and equipment for their work.</div><p><strong><u>Moving in and Moving out
Cleaning Process</u></strong></p><ul><li>Vacuum & Mop (Traditional or Steam Mop) Floor
Surfaces</li><li>Dust Window sills and Baseboards</li><li>Dust All Furnishings and Decorative
Items within Reach</li><li>Dust Window Blinds</li><li>Empty
Trash</li></ul><p><u><strong>KITCHEN</strong></u></p><ul><li>Steam Clean & Sanitize All
Countertops</li><li>Steam Clean & Sanitize Sink and Faucets</li><li>Clean Outside of All
Appliances</li><li>Clean Inside of Microwave</li><li>Spot Clean Cabinet Exteriors</li><li>Wipe
Off Table and Chairs</li><li>Dust Baseboards</li><li>Clean
Floor</li></ul><p><u><strong>BATHROOM</strong></u></p><ul><li>Steam Clean & Sanitize
Counter and Sink</li><li>Steam Clean & Sanitize Shower and Tub</li><li>Clean & Sanitize
Toilet</li><li>Shine Mirrors and Chrome</li><li>Vacuum and Sanitize Floor</li><li>Dust
Baseboards</li><li>Spot Clean Cabinet
Exteriors</li></ul><p><u><strong>BALCONY</strong></u></p><ul><li>Vacuum & Mop Floor
Surfaces</li><li>Dust balcony furniture</li></ul>Contact us today and get that peace of mind
that comes with knowing your Appartment Flat / Villa is being Deep Cleaned by
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Move-In / Move-Out Cleaning Services 

HelpingHand.�<br /><br />Call us  @ <strong>�050�63 22 309</strong>�� or submit the <a
href="enquiry-form">online request form</a> to get started now!<br /><div
class="info"><strong> ��Remember, Helping Hands Cleans and organize not only for
appearance, but also for health.</strong></div>  
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